We'd like to create common solutions to global issues doing voluntary work with an
international cooperation.So we will learn and share different aspects of voluntary work in
social,environmental,cultural,educational and healthy life fields in European dimension.
Firstly,we intend to involve low-skilled pupils by taking voluntary service and engage them
into volunteering in project activities,as well .People are getting lonely, more isolated and
keep themselves away from society.We have to involve the people into voluntary service to
provide social inclusion. We aim:
-to broaden the feelings of solidarity, self-confidence, responsibility, empathy, mutual
understanding, tolerance, love and respect towards disadvantaged people and nature, street
animals.
-to learn about the situation and policies of disadvantaged people in the society such as
elderly people,the orphans, the disabled, migrants in different cultures and integrate them into
society and create an empathic attitude towards them.
- to develop initiative, altruistic activities to help the people in need and nature , especially
street animals through an active volunteering participation
-to unify people from diverse backgrounds to work toward a common goal
-to create social changes by volunteering, improve relationships between different
communities.
In the environmental aspect:
-to encourage the participants to take care of nature by promoting recycling
-to draw public attention to natural and environmental problems
-to develop love and respect for the street animals
-to make people sensible and friendly about the environment.
In the cultural aspect::
-to educate the parents, the pupils and the public to live and participate in the changing world
-to use cultural tools such as food, lifestyle, music, folk dance, traditional costume for
charity work to introduce our culture to other cultures
- to create awareness of the cultural diversity of Europe, find the similarities or differences
about the cultures and break the barriers, prejudices, stereotypes about different cultures and
lifestyles , set a warm dialogue among cultures by volunteering
-to provide cultural integration with refugees, asylum seekers and migrants to reduce the
cultural conflicts.
In the educational aspect:
-to increase the learning outcomes of the pupils with low basic skills by providing them with
a language course given by skilful pupils as volunteers, which will prevent them from early
school leaving
-to add the activities and objectives of the project into the school curriculum, enhance global
dimension of the curriculum.
-to educate and raise awareness of the local people about cultural, social, environmental
problems by giving seminars to them
-to create international library and enrich the school library of the participating schools to
educate the people and increase the level of reading and education.
-to prevent early school leaving and organise activities to keep the students at schools and
make them love the schools.
- to provide a language course to participants given by low -skilled pupils to make them
more social and increase their school achievements.
In the healthy life aspects:
-to try to keep the pupils and people away from bad habits.
-to encourage the people to do sports for a healthy life

-to provide a proper nutrition for a healthy life.
In order to develop a workforce with the necessary skills to live and work in a global
ecomomy and have equal chances in the educational system as European citizens, we will:
- involve pupils, teachers, parents and the public in international project work.
-learn about the situation with integration and social inclusion in partner schools.
- share more information about partners' institutions, cities, countries to know our partners
well.
- improve information about schools curricula,educational systems of the partners'institutions
to make comparisons.
- improve the using of the modern computer techniques (ICT) in teachers' and the pupils'
work by the utilization of Multimedia programmers, the graphic programs, word processors,
picture and film creating methods to present programs and reports.
-exchange information about national customs and traditions within a united Europe.
-promote the pupils' social, language, basic ,communication, entrepreneurial ,initiative and
study skills at high level during the project.
-support improvements in pedagogical approaches and school management, enhance the
quality and European dimension of teacher training.
-support the approaches of life long learning and learning by experience.
-set a warm dialogue and life long friendship among the participants by cultural exchange.
- provide the pupils to be creative,problem solving,helpful,tolerant,considerate
-contribute to good career opportunities of the pupils in the future by increasing their foreign
language and digital competences.

